
The Position: Senior Motion Graphics Artist Date: July 2022

Who You Report To: Art Director FLSA: Exempt

The Position:

Neoscape, a pioneer in the Architectural Visualization industry, is seeking a talented and motivated Senior
Motion Graphics Artist to join the Film Team in its New York studio. If you have demonstrated mastery of all
things mograph, we want to talk to you.

Your Primary Responsibilities*:

● Conceptualization, design, and animation of high-end motion graphics to be used in films,
interactive applications, you name it. Lower thirds, supers, transitions, map sequences are often what
you will find yourself working on.

● Collaborating with other Neoscapers such as 3D artists, editors, VFX artists, motion graphics artists,
and others in order to create top notch work

● Taking direction from the creative leads on projects, but also able to insert your own ideas and look
for opportunities to turn in work that’s beyond what’s expected

● Leading mid and junior level artists, giving advice, direction and assigning tasks
● The ability to roll up your sleeves, step outside your comfort zone, and do whatever it takes to

deliver high quality product to our clients on time and within budget

Your Skills and Experience:

● 5+ years of experience with Adobe After Effects
● Proven familiarity with 3D applications such as 3ds Max and Maya
● Up on the latest industry trends and always sharpening your skills
● Beyond all technical know-how, we are looking for artists who are excellent communicators, team

players, problem solvers, and all-around good people

We Offer:

At Neoscape we pride ourselves in our ability to jump in and help out wherever help is needed. Aside from
your core responsibilities, you will likely be asked to assist with shoots, on-set VFX supervision, and any
number of tasks related to the post-production process.

Beyond all technical know-how, we are looking for artists who are excellent communicators, team players,
problem solvers, and all-around good people. We also have a great benefits package - and a kegerator.

About Neoscape

Neoscape is a pioneer in the world of visual storytelling, and we are looking for someone with an inventive
spirit who can grow, inspire, and be inspired by our team and clients in a highly
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collaborative environment. As a creative agency for architecture and real estate, our 75+ team of digital artists,
filmmakers, programmers, and designers in our Boston and New York studios produce strategic, innovative
solutions across a range of visual and interactive media.

To Apply

Please email résumé and demo reel/portfolio link to hr@neoscape.com. Salary is commensurate with
experience. Must be eligible to work in the US.

The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being performed by people assigned to do
this job.  The above is not intended to be an exhaustive list of all responsibilities and duties required

*External and internal applicants, as well as position incumbents who become disabled as defined under the Americans with
Disabilities Act must be able to perform the essential job functions (as listed) either unaided or with the assistance of a
reasonable accommodation to be determined by management on a case by case basis.
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